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1H, 7Li, and 11B NMR measurements were used to understand atomic translational motions in both the low-
and high-temperature phases (LT, HT) of LiBH4. In the HT phase 7Li spectra, spin-echo T2, and T1 all
indicate very rapid lithium ion diffusion. Just above the phase transition, the hydrogen resonance is broad,
about 22 kHz fwhm (full width at half of maximum), showing that H translations remain slow. From 120 to
170 °C, a rapidly decreasing T1D (relaxation time of dipolar spin-order) shows that the hydrogens diffuse
increasingly rapidly. This motion eventually results in marked hydrogen line-narrowing centered near 190
°C; the hydrogen diffusion is likely relevant to the kinetics of dehydriding. The extent of 11B line-narrowing
demonstrates that the boron atoms also diffuse rapidly at temperatures above 200 °C. In the LT phase, the
hydrogen T1D decreases rapidly with increasing temperature, here due to 7Li diffusion which is too slow for
line-narrowing.
Introduction
Lithium borohydride, LiBH4, has attracted much interest for
potential use in hydrogen storage. Its volumetric hydrogen
density and, in particular, its hydrogen density per unit mass
are quite high (18.4% w/w). Most schemes envision reaction
between the limiting stoichiometries LiBH4 and LiH, reducing
the useful H density to 13.8% w/w, still remarkably large. Other
aspects of LiBH4 are not nearly so favorable. The reaction
enthalpy is high,1 at 74 kJ/mol H2, so that very high temperatures
are required for desorption at practical pressures. The concept
of hydride destabilization can be used to reduce the net reaction
enthalpy and dehydriding temperature, at some cost in H mass
density.2 Furthermore, the reaction kinetics of LiBH4 are quite
slow. Thus reports of successful rehydriding from the gas phase
involve temperature of 600 °C and pressures of 150 and 350
bar;1,3 these conditions constitute formidable barriers to practical
applications. We note that the use of boron compounds such as
MgB2 can result in some improvements to the kinetics.4 Partial
cation substitution decreases the desorption temperature.5 Use
of ∼10% LiBH4 in MgH2 improves the kinetics of that system.6
There are two phases of LiBH4 at atmospheric pressure, an
orthorhombic phase (LT)7 at temperatures below the phase
transition and a hexagonal phase (HT) at high temperatures.8-10
The transition temperature is tabulated8 as 109 °C, but there is
some hysteresis and others’ data show the transition at a few
degrees hotter.11,12 The nature of the two phases has been
revealed by diffraction9,10 in LiBD4 and by NMR. The classic
NMR work by Tsang and Farrar13 studied the LT phase and
found that BH4 reorientations are quite rapid and control the
hydrogen T1, with a T1 minimum at 19 MHz near 160 K. Thus,
BH4 reorientations may be assumed to be very fast (compared
to NMR linewidths, in particular) at all higher temperatures.
Diffraction in the HT phase9,10 reports large thermal ellipsoids
of the D atoms, suggesting orientational disorder8 in this phase.
A recent 7Li NMR study of LiBH4 reports that the resonance
shows a sudden onset of line-narrowing upon crossing the
transition into the HT phase.11 A broad T1 minimum is also
observed in HT, demonstrating that 7Li hopping (diffusion) is
rapid here, on the order of 109 jumps/s. Quantitative agreement
is found between the NMR-determined hopping rate and the
large ionic electrical conductivity.11 The HT phase is thus
regarded as a superionic conductor, although the Li atom thermal
ellipsoids9 are unremarkable at 400 K and the activation energy
for electrical conductivity11 decreases by only 23% from the
LT to the HT phase. We note that an older 7Li NMR study14
says that line narrowing commences at 333 K, some 50 K below
the transition; a minor goal of the present work is to resolve
this discrepancy.
A recent study using Raman spectroscopy examined H,D
exchange15 in LiB(H,D)4 and the apparent rate of diffusion of
H was determined. By examining the Raman spectra, the
molecular anions BH4, BDH3, BD2H2, etc. are distinguishable.
The presence of these isotopically mixed anions after partial
H,D exchange is evidence for individual H or D as the diffusing
species, as opposed to complete molecular units (e.g., BH4). In
this picture, BH3 vacancies are anion sites occupied by H- ions;
hydrogens may move by H- ions swapping with atoms in BH4
groups, and/or by migration of the BH3 vacancies. This last
motion follows the picture put forth for NaAlH4 recently by
Gunaydin et al.16
Experimental Methods
The LiBH4 material was purchased from Aldrich with a stated
purity of 90%. All handling was performed in a nitrogen
glovebag. Samples were loaded into glass tubes and sealed by
flame with 0.9 bar N2.
The NMR probe held the sample tube in a 50 L/min stream
of temperature regulated air. The Q of the probe circuit17 was
intentionally decreased to reduce the ringing (recovery time).
The rf coil is a short solenoid, oriented perpendicular to the
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static field. A type-T thermocouple was located 2 cm from the
sample. The NMR spectrometer is a superheterodyne design
with an RF output power of 25 W and is home-built. For both
hydrogen and 7Li, the π/2 pulse time was 10-12 µs. For 11B,
the π/2 pulse was 15 µs. The magnetic field strength was 2.0
T, corresponding to hydrogen NMR at 85.03 MHz, 7Li at 33.0
MHz, and 11B at 27.3 MHz.
Spectra were obtained by Fourier transforming FID signals.
For hydrogen, short RF pulses (1-2 µs) were used to minimize
distortion of the spectra; the FIDs were extrapolated back to
the end of the RF pulse, to correct for the data obscured by
probe ringing.18 For 7Li, spectra were acquired both from FIDs
following π/2 pulses and from (π/2)x-τ-(π/2)y echoes. Spectra
of 11B were taken from FIDs following π/2 pulses. Measure-
ments of T1 used the saturate-wait-inspect method, where
inspection used the FID following a π/2 pulse; saturation was
accomplished by ten π/2 pulses spaced by 1 ms each. The T2
of 7Li was determined in the HT phase using the decay as a
function of t of the sharp central resonance component in a
spin-echo experiment, π/2-t-π-echo.
The relaxation time T1D of spin-spin dipolar order is sensitive
to slow atomic motions.19,20 Here, motion of lithium and/or
hydrogen motions modulate the dipolar interactions and serve
to relax the single dipolar energy reservoir.21 Measurement of
T1D used the Jeener-Broekaert sequence,22 (π/2)x-t-(π/
4)y-τ-(π/4)y, with delay t optimized for the largest Jeener echo
at 8 µs. The value of T1D was determined by fitting the Jeener
echo signal S, S ≈ So exp(-τ/T1D). All data were repeatable
upon temperature cycling.
Results and Discussion
Spectra from FIDs of 7Li appear in Figure 1, both below and
above the phase transition (nominal transition temperature8 is
109 °C). In the LT phase, the resonance shows dipolar
broadening. Upon entering the HT phase, the central transition
(m ) -1/2 to m ) 1/2) sharpens and quadrupolar satellites
become evident. In quadrupole echo experiments (data not
shown), the HT satellites show more clearly the expected Pake
powder doublet shape.23 The line sharpening indicates rapid Li
diffusion in the HT phase; rapid hydrogen diffusion alone would
not average away Li-Li dipolar interactions. We note that
neither phase of LiBH4 is cubic,9,10 so quadrupolar effects will
be present, even with very rapid Li diffusion.
In the LT phase, the signal following a π/4 RF pulse was
∼75% as large as the FID after a π/2 pulse (note that pulse
lengths were established on an aqueous solution of LiBr where
quadrupole effects are absent). This indicates that our RF pulses
were not acting selectiVely on the central transition, but acted
on the satellites as well. If only the central transition were
excited, the FID amplitude would be maximum for π/4 nutation,
with zero signal following a π/2 pulse17,20 (approximately zero,
considering RF field inhomogeneity). Upon going from 100 to
120 °C, from LT to HT, the obserVed FID amplitude increased
by about a factor of 3; we were careful to allow full magnetiza-
tion recovery between successive pulses. From simple spin
theory,20 one expects 40% of the spin-3/2 intensity to reside in
the central transition. Thus, it appears that the LT spectra in
Figure 1 primarily represent the central transition of 7Li, with
all three transitions contributing in HT.
Spin-echo measurements here show a 7Li T2 of 50 ms at
160 °C, increasing to 70 ms at 200 °C (data not shown).
Previously a T1 minimum has been observed for 7Li near 200
°C (at 116 MHz).11 The spectra of Figure 1, the long T2, and
the T1 minimum all unambiguously demonstrate that Li hopping
is very rapid in the HT phase. Thus, our measurements confirm
the picture of Matsuo et al. of rapid Li ion motion and high
ionic conductivity.11 Our data do not support the claim14 of
narrowing already at 333 K.
The room temperature 1H NMR spectrum in Figure 2 is
somewhat narrower than other materials with similar number
density of H nuclear spins. This shows the partial averaging of
dipolar interactions by rapid BH4 reorientations already at room
temperature. We note that BH4 reorientations are indeed fast,
resulting in a T1 minimum well below room temperature.13 At
100 °C, just below the LT-HT transition, a slight narrowing is
evident in Figure 2. By 120 °C, just above the transition, some
additional narrowing appears. Our interpretation is that the BH4
units (or H ions; see below) are not translationally diffusing
fast enough to narrow the line at 120 °C, but the Li motion in
the HT phase does a thorough averaging away of the H-Li
dipole interactions. The size of the line width decrease near the
transition reflects the relative strength of the H-Li interactions.
At still higher temperatures, the hydrogen resonance narrows
much further, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. By 240 °C, still
Figure 1. NMR spectra of 7Li in LiBH4 in the LT phase (22 and 100
°C) and HT phase (120 and 200 °C). The spectra are from FIDs. Line
sharpening occurs upon entering the HT phase due to rapid Li diffusion.
Figure 2. 1H NMR spectra in LiBH4. Only slight narrowing occurs
near the phase transition, between 100 and 120 °C. Marked narrowing
is evident between 180 and 240 °C from hydrogen diffusion.
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below the melt (near 270 °C, refs 1, 5 and 12), the line has
narrowed by a factor of 10. Figure 3 clearly shows a two-step
reduction of the hydrogen linewidths. As discussed just above,
the first step is small and is due to Li motion averaging the
H-Li interactions. The second and larger extent of line-
narrowing is centered at 190 °C (463 K). The only possible
motion that can drive the line width to nearly zero is hydrogen
translational diffusion (hopping between lattice sites). We
consider later (see below) the question of whether the diffusing
units are BH4 molecular anions or H anions, as has been
suggested.15 Here we simply remark that either motion will fully
average to zero all of the hydrogen dipolar interactions. Related
two-step narrowing appears24 in LiH.
The hydrogen diffusive motion is also evident in the HT phase
below 170 °C, as a region of rapidly decreasing T1D with
increasing temperature, as in Figure 4. In the slow motion
regime,19,20 where the motion is slower than the NMR line width
(so, too slow to narrow the resonance), T1D is predicted to nearly
equal the mean time between atomic jumps. The exact relation
between T1D and the jump time involves the fraction of spin-
dipolar energy modulated by a typical jump event.20 For our
purposes, equality of T1D and the jump time is a good
approximation. At the highest temperature (170 °C) in Figure
4, T1D has become equal to 25 µs, which is approximately the
duration of the FID. Further increase in temperature is thus
expected to give rise to line-narrowing (motion jumps more
rapid than the NMR line width), as indeed observed in Figures
2 and 3.
The T1D and line narrowing data can be used to determine
the mean time τ between hydrogen jump events. At 120-160
°C, where the second step narrowing is not present, we have τ
) T1D. In the region of substantial narrowing, 190-220 °C, τ
is determined according to
τ) (1.18)
2
π
∆f
(∆fo)2
(1)
where ∆f is the fwhm in Hz units of the narrowed line, from
Figure 3. The formula uses the fwhm line width of the
prenarrowing line (taken as Gaussian), ∆fo, to determine the
second moment, M2. Thus, eq 1 is a result of the general
narrowing formula,23,25
T2
-1 )M2τ (2)
Here T2-1 is the angular frequency line width of the narrowed
resonance, HWHM. We avoided use of the two highest
temperature points in Figure 3 (230 and 240 °C) because such
narrow lines may have inhomogeneous contributions to their
measured widths. With τ values derived as above, we fitted the
rates τ-1 to the thermal activation expression,
τ-1 )ωoexp(-E ⁄ kBT) (3)
We find the attempt frequency ωo ) 2 × 1012 s-1, with a factor
of 4 uncertainty. The activation energy for the hydrogen
diffusive motion is E ) 68 kJ/mol (0.70 eV, so E/kB ) 8200
K; the uncertainty is (5%). This activation energy for H motion
in the HT phase is somewhat larger than the value for Li
motion,11 0.56 eV. This is consistent with the faster Li motion
at a given temperature; for example, near 450 K, the Li motion11
drives the Li T1 through a minimum (∼109 jumps/s) while the
H motion is just narrowing the H NMR line (∼105 jumps/s).
These values and eq 3 allow extrapolation to 250 °C, yielding
τ ) 3 µs. We compare to the estimate based on H,D exchange15
where the diffusivity is D ) 7 × 10-10 cm2/s, corresponding to
a jump time of 0.4 µs. We regard this agreement between
microscopic and macroscopic diffusion as good. We note that
macroscopic diffusion can take advantage of short-circuits such
as grain boundaries, potentially leading to greater diffusion than
that measured at the atomic level.
The hydrogen T1D and line narrowing are compatible with
either motion of complete BH4 units or the proposed motion of
H anions.15 Our hydrogen NMR results can not distinguish these.
However, we do suggest that the observed isotope scrambling
in the BH4 groups (BH3D, BH2D2, etc.) does not require
diffusion of H ions. Any slow local scrambling process could
combine with any diffusion process (of H or BH4 units, that is)
to yield the observed results. The proposed diffusion15 of H
anions accomplishes this in a single process.
Line shapes of 11B were measured to determine whether the
boron atoms also diffuse rapidly in the HT phase. If they do
not, the boron-boron dipole interactions will not be time
averaged to zero and the 11B resonance will show a correspond-
ing line width. Experimental lineshapes are presented in Figure
5; attention is drawn to the highest temperature spectrum, at
Figure 3. Hydrogen fwhm linewidths in LiBH4, from spectra such as
in Figure 2. Two-step narrowing is evident. Diffusion of Li is weakly
evident near 375 K, below the phase transition; diffusion of hydrogen
centered near 460 K averages the line width to nearly zero.
Figure 4. Hydrogen T1D (filled symbols) and T1 (open symbols) in
LiBH4. The dashed line is the transition temperature separating the LT
and HT phases.
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250 °C. A sharp central transition with fwhm of 400 Hz appears,
flanked by quadrupolar satellites (spin 3/2) with a very small
quadrupole splitting (∼2000 Hz from wing to wing).
If there were no boron motion, the H and Li motions would
average away B-H and B-Li interactions, leaving only B-B
terms. For this case, the predicted second moment M2 can be
calculated23 by adding the 11B-11B like-spin contribution and
the 11B-10B unlike-spin contribution, weighted by the natural
abundance of 81.2% for 11B and 18.8% for 10B. The structure
of the HT phase and lattice parameters were taken from neutron
diffraction.9 About 96% of M2 is from like-spin tems. The result
is M2 ) 2.76 × 107 (rad/s)2, corresponding23 to a Gaussian line
fwhm of 1970 Hz. This is much larger than our narrowest line,
demonstrating that boron atoms, not just H and Li atoms, are
diffusing on the NMR time scale at 250 °C. Thus, the H atom
motion can not be solely H-swapping between BH4 units (or
between BH4 units and H anions).
Our 11B-11B second moment contribution treated the 11B as
like-spins. The quadrupole interaction will cause the central and
satellite transitions not to be “on speaking terms,” so the 11B
should be treated as semilike spins.23 This will reduce the
11B-11B contribution to ∼60% of the like-spin result, yielding
a slightly smaller overall M2 of about 1.66 × 107 (rad/s)2,
corresponding to a Gaussian line of 1525 Hz fwhm. The
observed resonance at 250 °C is much narrower than this revised
prediction, indicating that rapid boron diffusion is indeed present
here.
At 250 °C, the 11B central transition has a Gaussian-like
shape, presented in Figure 5. Also, by 250 °C, no further line
narrowing results from additional temperature increases. These
facts indicate that some static interaction (not time averaged)
determines the 11B line shape at 250 °C, such as inhomogeneity
of the static field. We also propose that 11B-H intramolecular
dipole interactions may be partly responsible. Because of the
noncubic lattice, a small time-average deviation of the BH4
group away from perfect, time-average tetrahedral symmetry
will occur. The distortion will result in weak, time-average B-H
dipole interactions. We note that 11B-H J-couplings26 (scalar
couplings) will also be present but are weaker, at about 80 Hz
in BH4. For the B-H intramolecular dipole interactions to
appear, the lifetime of BH4 units against hydrogen exchange
must be long on the NMR time scale (here, about 1 ms). While
our proposal is a reasonable explanation of the hot 11B line
width, it needs to be confirmed by other measurements. Clearly,
this information may impact any proposed motions that swap
hydrogens between BH4 units.
In the LT phase, the hydrogen T1D also displays (Figure 4) a
strong decrease with rising temperature; we believe that this is
from Li motions. We note that T1D describes the decay time of
the dipolar energy reservoir and that this single reservoir
involves all of the dipolar interactions (H-H, H-Li, Li-Li,
H-B, etc).21 Thus Li motion can serve to drain (relax) the
dipolar reservoir, even though the preparation and observation
of dipolar order is performed via the hydrogen spins. We noted
above that the hydrogen resonance already shows some nar-
rowing at 375 K (102 °C), still well below the phase transition.
This narrowing is due to Li motion.
Figure 4 also presents hydrogen T1 data, for completeness.
A discontinuity appears at the phase transition. In the LT phase,
the BH4 reorientations control T1. In the HT phase, the hydrogen
T1 is expected to arise from modulation of the H-Li interactions
by Li motion (as suggested by the results of ref 11), because
the hydrogen translations are too slow compared to the spin
precession frequency.
Conclusions
In the LT phase of LiBH4, reorientational motion of the BH4
groups is rapid and controls the spin-lattice relaxation times
T1, as shown previously.13 Between room temperature and the
phase transition (nominally at 109 °C), lithium hopping becomes
more rapid, as evident here from T1D measurements and a small
narrowing of the hydrogen resonance.
Once into the HT phase, the 7Li spectrum is greatly sharpened,
with a narrow central transition (-1/2,1/2) and prominent
quadrupolar satellites. Lithium T2 measured here and T1
measured previously by Matsuo et al., together with 7Li spectra,
demonstrate very rapid lithium diffusion. Our results confirm
the picture of the HT phase as a rapid lithium ion conductor.11
Just into the HT phase, the hydrogen NMR line shows a small
narrowing from the lithium ion motion. Between 120 and 170
°C, while the hydrogen diffusion is too slow to further narrow
the line, the dipolar-order relaxation time T1D decreases rapidly.
Above 170 °C the hydrogen diffusive motion is fast enough to
narrow the hydrogen resonance, with fwhm falling by a factor
of 10 at 240 °C. The T1D and line narrowing data yield
parameters describing the hydrogen diffusion: the prefactor
frequency is 2 × 1012 s-1 (uncertainty of a factor of 4) and the
activation energy E is 68 kJ/mol (0.70 eV, so E/kB ) 8200 K;
uncertainty is (5%). Observation of 11B line narrowing
demonstrates that the boron atoms also diffuse rapidly at
temperatures above 200 °C.
The Li motion is much faster than the hydrogen diffusion in
the HT phase, so Li motion controls the conductivity and
relaxation times T1, as suggested by reference.11 Presumably,
the BH4 reorientations are so rapid here that their contributions
to the relaxation rates 1/T1 are small. We note that the slower
hydrogen diffusion revealed here is likely to be important to
the dehydriding and rehydriding kinetics of LiBH4.
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